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Creating opportunities theme of Rickman talk

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times photo
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Tom Rickman knew he
liked to write, but it was a
moment of desperation
that led to his life's work.
On that stage that
ended up inspiring him,
Rickman told Murray
State students that college
wasn't about figuring out
what happens next but
rather creating opportunities that allow life tu happen.
Rickman was on campus for the first time since
he graduated in 1965. The
people and words of journalism interested him, but
the drama of theater pulled
him in, as be learned when
he tried out for a play on
Lovett
same
the
Auditorium stage from
which he spoke Monday.
"It opened my eyes,"
he said as guest speaker of
Student
New
the
Convocation in Lovett
Auditorium on Monday

afternoon. "I realized this came to Murray State
before earning his masis what I want to do."
degree in English
ter's
writis
done
he's
What
ten and directed screen from the University of
plays. His feature movie Illinois.
"I've always loved
credits include the Oscarnominated "Coal Miner's doing research," Rickman
Daughter," "Bless this said. "I love reading. I'll
Child," "Everybody's All- read anything. I'll read
American" and -The labels on a shirt if there's
River Rat." He also adapt- nothing else to read. I love
Album's interviewing people and
Mitch
ed
"Tuesdays with Morrie" getting out there."
While at Illinois, he
from a book to a madefounded an off-campus
for-TV movie.
"The Reagans" and theater in an abandoned
Emmy-nominated train station that still
only
"Truman" are others of exists today. The
,
recalls
an
m,
Rickm
proble
sion
televi
Rickman's
that
credits. He's currently was the railroad tracks
writing "Berry Gordy's ran about five feet in front
Motown," a 12-hour mini- of the theater. The same
ts
series that's scheduled to group of student-artis
.
movies
make
to
on
went
air on NBC next year.
In Champaign-Urbana,
To get there, Rickman
an made his first
Rickm
made things happen.
A Marshall County movie, "Good Blood,"
a
native, he spent three which was based on
years in the Marine Corps Flannery O'Connor story.
to a
— • because he "didn't The production led
to--- the
have 'anything better -to: fellowship
te in
do" after high school. He American Film Institu

FYI

Tom Rickman will have a question-and-

answer session with any interested community
members at 7 p.m. Thursday in the Freed Curd
Auditorium
Technol
Beverly Hills, Calif. He
filmed "What Fixed Me"
at his boyhood home in
Sharpe. Ky., and used
local talent in the movie
that went on to win a
national award for student
films.
From there, Rickman
was hired by a West Coast
studio to write screenplays. First up was
"Kansas City Bomber"
starring Raquel Welch.
"None of it was
planned. It was all just
Rickman
happening,"
said. "But it wouldn't just
happen if we weren't able
to make things happen."
The moments and
changes were stepping
stones to bigger things.

But Rickman said the anxiety and worry that
accompanied life wasn't
such a bad thing.
"It's nice to be challenged, nice to be frustrated. A lot will come out of
that," Rickman said.
"There's something to be
said of discontent. There's
something to be said for
questioning."
During a question-and answer period following
opening
Rickman's
remarks, most students
asked specifically about
"TTuesdays with Morrie."
Rickman wrote the TV
screenplay from Album's
first-person story that

III See Page 2A

New state board to look at Calm Before The Storm
electronic medical network
Murray physician appointed; has
first-hand knowledge of technology
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
pAysicilfr Bob
Murray
Hughes will bring first-hand
knowledge
of how electronic medical records
help provide
more efficient health
care when he
joins a state
board that
will look at
Hughes
creating a
similar statewide system.
Hughes,50, was among those
Gov. Ernie Fletcher appointed
Monday to the newly formed eHealth Network board. The
appointment is the second for
Hughes this month. Three weeks
ago the governor appointed him
to the University of Louisville

Board.of Trustees.
By creating this board.
gionjucky will be among the first
states to move forward with a
national initiative among what
President George W. Bush wants
to do with health care policy.
and
Fletcher
Recently,
Microsoft chairman Bill Gates
spoke to the issue in
Washington, D.C.
"This board of highly qualified individuals is coming
together to help us improve
health care for all Kentuckians,"
Fletcher said in a release.
"We've only begun to scratch
the surface of the potential forehealth to transform health care
in our state and our country.
Technology can make health
care safer, faster and more efficient."
Kentucky's board will be
with creating a
charged
statewide electronic health net-

work that allows doctors, hospitals and pharmacies to share
medical information to reduce
inefficiencies, redundancies,
errors and overall costs.
"It's something I definitely
have an interest it and it's the
future of health care," Hughes
said.
Hughes is one of two physicians appointed to the board
from a list of four physicians
recommended by the Kentucky
Medical Association or selfnominated doctor, according to
the statute.
The 2003 General Assembly
approved an act to create the
electronic network to simplify
administrative transactions for
health care providers. The annual recurring costs, including
operational expenses as well
staff salaries, were estimated
between nearly $1 million and
less than $1.6 million, according
to igislative records. A onetime $5 million costs is associat-

II See Page 2A

Report says obesity rates
climbing in nearly all states
Kentucky rose
.4%; Alabama
had largest
increase of 1.5%
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Obesity rates rose last year in
every state but Oregon, according to an advocacy group that
called on the government and
the private sector to get more
involved in Americans' battle
with expanding waistlines.
The advocacy group. Trust
for America's Health, said data
from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention showed

that the percentage of obese
adults for 2002-04 stood at 22.7
percent nationally. The percentage for the previous cycle, 200103, was 22 percent.
The state exhibiting the
largest increase in obesity was
Alabama. There, the rate
increased 1.5 percentage points
to 27.7 percent. Oregon's rate
held steady at 21 percent.
The report said the states
with the highest percentage of
obese adults are Mississippi,
Virginia.
West
Alabama,
Louisiana and Tennessee.
'The states with the lowest
percentage of obese adults are
Massachusetts,
Colorado,
Rhode Island, Connecticut,
Vermont and Montana. Hawaii
was not included in the report.

An official with the Trust for
America's Health said the
United States is stuck in a
"debate limbo" about bow the
government should confront
obesity. She used the report to
call for more government action
on several fronts, such as ensuring that land use plans promote
physical activity; that school
lunch programs serve healthier
meals; and that Medicaid recipients get access to subsidized fitness programs, such as aerobics
classes at the local YMCA.
"We have a crisis of poor
nutrition and physical inactivity
in the U.S., and it's time we
dealt with it," said Shelley A.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
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III Hughes ...
From Front
ed with initially building the
system, which will help doctors,
hospitals and pharmacies provide better care to patients.
Care
Hughes' Primary
became
Medical ' Center
involved in electronic medical
records in 1999 and the system
was fully operational by 2000.
"You have to break down
communication barriers among
people in the health care system." Hughes said. 'There is
some really good technology
already out there, but the
methodology and record keeping are hundreds of years old."
Developing the common format is the challenge that may
slow implementing a statewide
system to share medical information throughout different
institutions. But Hughes doesn't
believe patient privacy is a
worry.

'The appropriate privacy
controls will be built into this,"
he said of an electronic health
care network. "It'll be more
secure thari'your financial
records."
Hughes is a graduate of
Translyvania University and the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine. He is board certified as a family practitioner. He
has served on many local, state
and national txiards-, including
the executive committee of the
County
Murray -Calloway
Hospital for 17 of his 21 years in
Murray and the advisory committee for Amicore, an information technology software company in Boston, Mass. He also
chaired the Kentucky Medicaid

Town Crier
NO110E
IN Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
7 tonight at the Weaks
Community Center. Items on
the agenda include the discussion of clean-ups planned
at 50 illegal dump sites
around the county, the first
reading of the new county tax
rate ordinance and personnel
appointments for the coming
year.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at 11:30
Wednesday at the hospital
board room, The agenda
includes updates on physician
recruitment, a sports medicine
collaboration with Murray
State and long-term care.
III A special-called meeting
of the Murray Independent
Board of Education is scheduled for 7 p.m. on Aug. 30 at
the Carter Administration
Building to hear public comments regarding a proposed
general fund tax levy for fiscal
year 2005-2006.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

WEATHER
Tonight will be
partly cloudy
HIGH:
Wednesday will
be mostly sunny
85 with highs in the
upper 80s
LOW: Wednesday
night will be
mostly clear
with lows in the
mid 60s

165

P&T committee.
The new e-Health Network
board is attached to the Cabinet
for Health Services for administrative and technical support
purposes. The board includes
nine at-large, governor-appointed members as well as 12 people
who serve based on their position in the General Assembly or
the state's administration. The
presidents of the University of
Kentucky and University of
Louisville will co-chair the
board.
In addition to Hughes, the
governor appointed: Barbara
AstraZ,eneca
Asher,
International pharmaceutical
sales in Prospect, Frank Butler,
vice president for medical center

•Obesity ...

•Rickman ...
From Front
chronicles his reunion with professor Morrie Schwartz. who is
dying from Lou Gerhig's disease. The freshmen class of
about 1.400 students was
ataitigatatiao read the book, which
was ...elected by a faculty coml.
mittee.
ng
The shared-learni activity.
including the convocation, is
unique among Kentucky's public universities. Rickman will be
on campus later this week to
speak to smaller groups of students.
"I think it's important they
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Bumpersto•bumper traffic?
Better bump up your insurance coverage.

fine line between dramatizing
the story of a man sitting at his
mentor's bedside without distorting the message. During this
process. Rickman said he found
himself asking what a repeating
idea in the book really meant:
"In order to live you need to
learn how to die."
In conversations with Album,
Rickman learned Schwartz
never elaborated. In the movie,
though, Rickman pushed for an
explanation.
Not settling for answers is a
principle of life, not just the big
screen. "There's something to be
said for pressing people for satexplanations."
isfactory
Rickman told the students.

feel like they've entered something special, that something
special will go on here," MSU
President Dr. King Alexander
said.
Rickman spoke of the value
of listening to Altxmcs original
tapes of his conversations with
Schwartz. Album had lost contact with Schwartz after college
and reunited himself with his
meirtor after learning .from a
national television program that
he was dying of ALS. Album
traveled from his Detroit home
to Boston on Tuesdays to learn
lessons about living from a
.dying man.
Writing a screenplay of a
rather stationary story was a
challenge. Rickman walked the
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• Purchase District
Health Depa
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Stuart J. Poston Health
Wallnoss Centar

• Kentucky Cu
Program

Make sure your
auto insurance is
adequate for the
long haul. Contact
your local Shelter
agent today.

• Calloway County
Health Center
• Murray Calloway
County

Classes also available in Ballard,
Carlisle, Graves, Fulton and
McCracken counties.
Call the local Health Center
for details.
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Balko said its not clear the
ment really knows how
the
of
r
govern
directo
Hearne,executive
to persuade people to make betorganization.
Radley Balko, a policy ana- ter decisions. He said openms,
lyst at the Cato Institute, said he ended entitlement progra
re,
Medica
and
id
Medica
as
govsuch
more
for
call
the
of
is wary
finanernment action on obesity. The don't provide much of a
ao
institute is a think tank that cial incentive for people
govern
The
weight.
their
ches
watch
approa
prefers free-market
ment just picks up the cost of
to problems.
those
"I think obesity is a very per- treating diseases for
the
sonal issue. What you eat and patients, regardless of
said.
he
s,
that
if
amount
e,
exercis
how often you
He prefers that the governcomes within the government's
give Medicaid and
of
think
ment
to
t
difficul
it's
w,
purvie
what's left that isn't," Balko Medicare recipients an incentive
to open medical, savings
said.
mainaccounts, which would allow
s
Health policy analyst
they
tain that obesity increases the them to save money when
care
health
the
access
it
not
e
did
becaus
rs
burden on taxpaye
requires the Medicare and system.
"If they knew they only had
Medicaid programs to cover the
treatment of diseases caused by so much to spend, or what they
obesity. The report issued did not spend could be saved,
a
Tuesday said taxpayers spent then maybe you could instill
$39 billion in 2003 for the treat- certain sense of responsibility
ment of conditions attributable and ownership," Balko said.
Adults with a body mass
to obesity.
a's
of 30 or more are considAmeric
index
for
The Trust
Health recommended mandato- ered obese. The equation used to
ry screening for obesity among figure body mass index is body
Medicaid recipients, as well as weight in kilograms divided by
height in meters squared. The
nutritional counseling.
"Better prevention and dis- Teasurement is not a good indiease management programs will ator of obesity for muscular
result in cost savings to the sys- people who exercise a lot.
tem as a whole," the report stat-
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Murray Police Department
porch of an apartment
•A chair was reported stolen from the front
.
Monday
a.m.
6:07
at
St.
Fourth
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at 1313
813 Bagwell Drive at
•A yard ornament was reported stolen from
7:29 a.m. Monday.
the Wal-Mart parking lot
• A theft from a vehicle was reported in
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d Monday on an indict• Howard Hill, 62, of Murray, was arreste
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ment warrant charging him with three
anhydrous ammonia.
Kentucky State Police
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• Daniel Reynolds, 23, of Kirksey, was charge
e crash at 4:20 p.m.
driving under the influence after a two-vehicl
in Lyon County.
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2000
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the
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,
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Hendersonville, Tenn.
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semi. Lyon County
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rted him to
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and
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the
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County
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ment,
Depart
Fire
a
Caldwell County Hospital. Kuttaw
ement assisted KSP
Enforc
Vehicle
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Kentuc
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e
Rescu
down for about 30
at the scene. 1-24 eastbound lanes were shut
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contin
minutes. The investigation
Murray Fire Department
rescue truck responded to 1505 Main St. at
a
and
s
engine
• Two
e of an unauthorized burning at the
becaus
4:30 p.m. Monday
investigated and all
Lambda Chi fraternity house. The matter was
units left the scene about four minutes later.
Marshall County Sheriff's Department
n' Colson, 23, of
• Roger Perkins, 44, of Dexter, and Stepha
ds responded to a
Benton. were arrested after Deputy Tim Reynol
Thursday. During
theft at Town and Country Marina at 8:40 p.m.
he believed to
what
of
grams
9
found
ds
Reynol
the investigation.
paraphernalia
ana,
mariju
oil,
h
hashis
crystal methamphetamine,
is charged with
and pills, leading him to charge the two. Colson
, possesfirst-degree trafficking in a controlled substance (meth)
egree
third-d
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posses
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ernali
sion of drug paraph
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ond-degree possession of a controlled substance.
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of
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rnalia.
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drug
of
(meth) and possession
entered her
• Shirley J. Kelley, 44, of Hardin, reported someone
chased
Beal Road home Saturday by prying open a door. Kelley
home.
the
from
shirt,
orange
an
g
wearin
was
who
,
the subject
The burglary investigation is continuing.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
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and citations from various agencies.
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Murray State University Police Departm•nt
at 2:11 p.m. Friday at
• A male subject walked through a window
es management were
Faciliti
.
notified
Hester College. EMS was
notified to clean up broken glass.
d for possession of man• David K. Dick of Mayfield was arreste
subdivision at 7:08 p.m.
dge
Cambri
near
juana at a traffic stop
Police Department
Murray
ng
assisti
Saturday. MSU Police were
-to-school parties in the
with checkpoints to crack down on back

operations at UK; Dr. Ford
Brewer, medical director at
Toyota Motor Manufacturing in
H.
Bobby
Georgetown;
aimptet, president and CEO of
in
Foundation
Troyer
L.
Marsha
Madisonville;
Donegan. vice president of
in
Investments
Fidelity
Covington; Bruce Klockars,
of
CEO
and
president
Bardstown's Flaget Memorial
Hospital, Dr. Jack Lord, senior
vice president and chief innovation officer at Humana in
Kimberly
Dr.
Louisville,
Williams, physician at St. Clair
Regional Medical Center in
Morehead
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k Wisconsin-Madison ranked top party school
MADISON, Wis. (AP) — The University of Wisconsind
Madison topped a list of the nation's best party schools release
Monday, despite a decade-long effort by the school to reduce its
reputation for heavy drinking.
Meanwhile. Brigham Young University led "stone cold sober"
schools for the eighth straight year.
The rankings are based on survey responses regarding alcohol
and drug use, hours of study each day, and the number of students
in fraternities and sororities.
UW-Madison Chancellor John Wiley dismissed the report as
"junk science that results in a day of national media coverage."
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ton sanctions
Judge blocks— Pax
A regarding the tapes.

Drivers, Be Aware!

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)
circuit judge has issued a temporary injunction blocking another
judge from imposing more sanctions against Paxton Media
Group in a dispute over three
unedited tapes from WPSD-TV
sought by a defense attorney.
McCracken County District
Judge Bard Brian fined the
media company $10,000 per day
on Aug. 12 after it failed to turn
over the tapes by the courtordered deadline a day earlier.
The tapes were of interviews
related to a shooting.
In an order issued Monday.
McCracken County Circuit
Judge Jeff Hines also prohibited
Brian from holding any additional contempt penalty hearings

Brian's attorney. Andrew
Coiner, issued a statement that
said, in part, "Judge Brian
believes news reporters and
multimillion-dollar media companies have the same obligation
as other citizens to respond to
subpoenas and court orders."
The case stems from a
Eric
which
shootout in
Youngblood, 37. is charged with
felony assault. Another man.
Bryan Dunbar. 27, is charged
with felony wanton endangerment in the incident.
station
television
The
declined to hand over the unedited tape, and Brian held WPSD
in contempt.
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By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Prosecutors who have alleged
that hiring practices in the
administration of Gov. Ernie
Fletcher ran afoul of the Merit
System spelled out out elements
of their case against a Reicher
aide in documents filed with the
Franklin County District Court.
Richard "Dick" Murgatroyd.
Fletcher's deputy chief of staff,
participated in a conspiracy to
circumvent the state's merit
laws, according to the court filing Monday. Prosecutors filed
the document, called a "bill of
particulars," in response to a
motion filed on Murgatroyd's
behalf, said Vicki Glass, a
spokeswoman for Attorney
General Greg Stumbo.
Stumbo's office has been
investigating the personnel practices of Fletcher's administration since May, when a former
state employee gained whistleblower protection and gave
r prosecutors documents allegihg
state Merit System improprieties. Kentucky law says
employment decisions for rankand-file state employees are
supposed to be based on candidates' qualifications, not their
political connections.
A Franklin County special
grand jury has indicted nine current or former administration
officials with misdemeanor
charges stemming from the
investigation. One of the nine.
former Transportation Cabinet
official Dan Druen, is also facing multiple felony charges
including alleged witness tampering.
"This conspiracy has been
ongoing since early 2004 and
has continued uninterrupted
until at least May 2005," according to documents filed Monday.
Murgatroyd's attorney. Jack
Smith. said he asked the court to
eliminate three charges against
his client because he felt the
statute of limitations had
expired. The bill of particulars.
filed by prosecutor Scott
Crawford-Sutherland, elaborated on the indictments. Smith
said.
It was unusual for prosecutors to outline their case this far
before a trial, Smith said.
"I asked for a drink of water.
but I got the Mississippi River,"
Smith said in a telephone interview.
Murgatroyd was indicted
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I saw your son
and his friend ...
I just saw your son and his
friend. Or maybe it was your
grandson, nephew, cousin or little brother. The evening was
steamy, muggy. Perhaps to
escape the heat, the boys were
driving an All Terrain Vehicle
AR.Illc terrain they chose
was the street. right down the
middle. When they went by,
they waved
in a courteous, friendly
manner.
probably the
same thing
you do when
you pass a
neighbor.
Despite
the
'
fh
'
w of Main Street
'good
will.
By Constance
the under-age
Alexander
driver would Ledger & Times
have been
Columnist
better off if
he had kept
both hands
on the wheel and paid attention
U) his driving.
The boys looked to be_12 or
13.Gise or take a biikhday,
they were certainly a couple of
years shy of the legal age of
sixteen to be driving a vehicle
without adult supervision.
Come to mention it, since they
were driving an ATV on the
streets of a sub-division, they
were breaking state law no matter how old they were.
In case you are not aware,
according.to the Kentucky
Division of Driver Safety."An
all-terrain vehicle cannot he
operated on any public highway. roadway, or right-of-way
of any public highway or-roadway."
In other words. ATVs and
otfiltshicles.likeit includ
mg golf carts. another favorite
conveyance for the middle
school driving set - are not
legally driven on public roadways.
By the way. the kids were
not wearing any protective
headgear either. They probably
did not want to he encumbered,
as they were out for some fun, a
joy ride. When they went
through the stop sign at the corner ot Brookhaven and
taatesborough Circle. they
appeared to be having a good '
time. Fortunately, there was no
two-ton SCV driven by a
teenager on a cell phone hearing down on the boys. but next
time they might not be so lucky.
Did I mention it was dusk,
the time of day that is supposedly the most hatartk>us for
(biters of any stripe?
As I vs rite this essay. I am
mindtul of my Uncle Jim, who
used to say.'There's nothing
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By LOUIS MEIXLER
Associated Press Writer
JERUSALEM (AP) —As Israeli solThe ATV Safety Institute
suggests that all users get some diers dragged Jewish settlers from their
homes, one settler walked in front of about
preparation for the proper hana dozen television cameras and wailed:
dling of these vehicles. A post"How could they do this? This the land of
ing on their Web site explains it Israel." When
the cameras were turned off,
like this: "ATV's handle differhe stopped crying and walked away.
ently from other vehicles such
Another family invited a television crew
as motorcycles and cars, so
into their homes and then insisted that solproper training and practice are diers drag them out.
important."
There's no question that settlers were
• Kentucky is in first place out genuinely grieving over the loss of their
homes, their livelihood and their dreams.
of 50 states in the number of
ATV-related fatalities, a distinc- But they were also keenly aware that their
struggle was being broadcast across the
tion as dubious as placing dead
world, showing how difficult it is for the
last on per pupil expenditure in
Jewish state to pull settlers from occupied
public schools.
Perhaps there is a correlation land.
"The (settlers') goal was to create a legahere. Do we really place more
cy. a trauma that was so big ... that no
value on letting kids roam free
Israeli government would dare to do someon dangerous ATVs than we do
thing similar in the future," Nahum Barnea,
on what we are willing to pay
a columnist for the Yediot Ahronot newspato educate them? It almost
per. told The Associated Press.
sounds like a stunt on one of
And that goal may. along with intense
those jackass shows, where
media coverage, have dovetailed with the
people are not using the comaims of Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon,
mon sense they were born with. who has said that Israel will not consider
pulling the bulk of its settlers from the West
For more information about
Bank, the heartland of biblical Israel,
ATV safety, log onto
despite pressure from Washington to evacuwwwatvsafety.org. An outline
ate more settlements.
of current laws governing use
"The political decision to let the media
of ATVs. log onto http://transin was to get every favorable point in world
portation.ky.gov/drvsmartfatvla
public opinion." said veteran military correws.htm.
spondent Ron Ben Yishai, now a commentator for Yediot Ahronot.
s Read Main Street on line at
"The reason was to show the world, look
WWWimurrayledgercom.
how it is when we have to evict ... people
Contact the columnist directly
from Gaza." Ben Yishai said. "Try to imagat constancealexanderktcharine what will happen if you try to evict all
ternet.
the settlements in Judea and Samaria." he
added using the biblical names for the West
Bank.
The Israeli army.. which sometimes limits press coverage of military operations, let

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
Phone (2701753-1916• Fax (270) 753-1927
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$26
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like advice from a childless
wife." As a woman with no
children, I suppose I should
hold my tongue when it comes
to other people's kids, but in all
good conscience I cannot do
that. Frankly. I am dumbfounded that adults buy ATVs and do
not monitor safe and legal use
of these vehicles by their kids.
What are they thinking?
Obviously, kids manage to
find ways to break parents'
rules, so maybe the legal
guardians of the two boys I saw
would have been furious if they
knew their kids were out driving an illegal vehicle in an
unsafe manner on a public
roadway. But from the frequency with which I see other kids
on ATVs tooling around resi
dential neighborhoods. I sons;
how doubt that all those parents
are unaware of what their kids
are doing. What is more, it is
not unusual to see adults at the
steering wheel of an ATV or
golf cart giving the kids an illegal ride on public roadways.
A ease in point happened
nearly a year age in Cerulean,
Kentucky, when David Radford
and his 7 year-old headed down
a local highway and their ATV
veered out of control. Sadly.
both father and daughter were
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more than 5001ournalists — one for every
three settler families — into Gaza to cover
the withdrawal, even providing shuttle
buses and refreshments. Journalists were in
almost every settler home, embedded with
military units and broadcasting live from
synagogues as the army dragged settlers out
of houses of worship.
"Every side, the Palestinians, the
Israelis, the settlers all know the media is
the most dominant tool to achieve your
goals and they use it," said Maj. Sharon
Feingold, a spokeswoman for the Israeli
army.
In the months leading up to the pullout,
there was a sharp dispute in the army over
how to handle media coverage. Some senior
commanders favored limiting access for
fear that the media would get in the way of
soldiers. In the end, the chief of staff, Lt.
Gen. Dan Halutz. intervened and allowed
free access.
The army apparently felt that it would be
impossible to block the press and was also
keen to show the world — and Israelis at
home — that it was sensitive to the settlers,
an image far different from what the world
was used to seeing of an army that has just
spent years violently cracking down on
Palestinian protesters and militants.
Police trained for a year for the mission
and rarely used force, even when settlers
taunted them and drenched them with paint.
Many soldiers were visibly moved by the
settlers and several could be seen breaking
in tears as they were forced to pull settlers
out of their homes.
"They trained the soldiers and policemen
to be aware all the time ," Ben Yishai said.
lit means how you look, not just what do
you do."
Some of the settlers' publicity offensive
may have backfired. Some had dressed in
Nazi concentration camp uniforms, wearing
Stars of David on their clothing. Many
Israelis were angered by the sight of settlers
using Holocaust imagery and of photos of
children being brought before the cameras
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AP Photo
A Jewish settler youth, wearing
orange Star of David patch similar to
those the Nazis forced Jews to pin to
their lapels, peers from a window of a
barricaded house as the family waits
to be evacuated by Israeli forces in
the northern West Bank Jewish settlement of Homesh today.
and settlers attacking soldiers.
Sharon said the settlers' plight initially
moved him to tears, but he told the Haaretz
daily that when he saw dozens of ultranationalist youths hurling bottles and pouring
harmful substances on the soldiers "the pain
turned to rage."
And the fact that the army completed the
Gaza withdrawal in just a week may be an
indication that the withdrawal was not as
gut wrenching as many people had anticipated.
"Until now it was easier than expected,"
Ben Yishai said. "I don't think that the settlers succeeded in making it look like a
national trauma."

Frequently asked Peace Mom questions
Q.So who exactly Is this
Peace Mom woman anyway?
A. Cindy Sheehan is a -tr
year oldfrom Vacaville,
California. who, in response to
losing her son Casey in Iraq is
selfishly attempting to horde the
honor of being a gold star
mother all to herself
Q. What?
A. She's against the war
Q. Oh,okay,so why the
hell is was she hunkered down
in a ditch outside the Texas
White House bothering the
president during his vacation?
A. Vacation! 3.5 days is 'hit
a vacation. 35 days is a sabbatical. 35 days is a retreat. It's
.five weeks. 36 hours short of a
tenth ofa year Longer than the
gestation period of most mammals. Where's my 35day vacation? Where's your 35 day
yywation? Where's the American
public's 35 day vacation?
Q. Good point. but that
wasn't the question.
A. I'm sorry, got a bit
worked up there. What was the
question again?
Q. What's she doing
there?

A. She's been camped outside the president's ranch to
meet with him and she vows to
stay until he tells her exactly
what noble cause her son died
far And she doesn't want to
hear "Operation 2 Bucks A
Gallon,"
Q. Wouldn't you think a
president this media-savvy
would just invite her inside
for some cookies and lemonade and get it over with?
A. My theory is he's spent
too much time grilling cheese
sandwiches on the hood of his
pickup. and might be suffering
from heat stroke. Besides, what
kind of a man takes hisfamily
to Crawford. Texasfor a vacation?
Q. Are you saying West
Texas in August is not what
you call your garden spot?
A. I'm saying it's real similar to hell and that's assuming
hell has winged insects the sire
offootstools.
Q. How has the conservative media responded?
A. You mean the right wing
smear machine'
Q. Whatever,

A. Bill O'Reilly jumped on
Ms. Sheehan like a gorilla
stomping the air out ofan
inflatable life raft in order to fit
in the back ofan overstuffed
Cadillac Escalade.
Q. Any specific accusations?
A. You could say that. You
could also say porc-upine pelts
make substandard day care pillows. Cindy Sheehan has been
accused ofeverythingfrom
unpaid parking tickets to the
ultimate treasonous act -association with Michael Moore.
Won't be long before rumors of
a lesbian relationship with
Hillary Clinton emerge.
Q. What about the claims
that Ms. Sheehan has become
a tool of the left?
A. A tool of the left. That's a
laugh. Fox News calling Cindy
Sheehan a political tool. A lot
like a rattlesnake calling a
scorpion noxious. Or a White
House official complaining
about the smearing of Karl
Rove. You can't make stuff up
like this.
Q. Any comment on the
criticisms that the protest has

morphed
from a lonely
vigil into
pretty much
just another
gathering of
the usual
suspects?
A. Last I
looked. Jesse
Jackson hadn't yet made
mRotgele
an appearBy Will Durst
ance.
Syndicated
Q. Ms.
Columnist
Sheehan has
been called
away due to
a family sickness. How will
her absence affect the impact
of her vigil?
A. Not much, besides, with
gas approaching three bucks a
gallon. I wouldn't be surprised
if a parading convoy ofSUV
owners pitching gravel into
each other's windshields took
her place.
Political comic Will Durst
wonders if Crawford. Texas has
any decent barbecue. And if
they deliver
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Rudolph faces the families of his victims

Obituaries
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The funeral for James Frank Turner will be Wednesday at 2:30
p.m at Hazel Baptist Church. The Rev. Joel Frizzell, the Rev. Warren
Sykes and the Rev. Joe Ed Smith will officiate. Oneida White will
be pianist and soloist. Burial will follow in the Hazel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at lines-Miller Funeral Home of Hazel after 5
p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Turner, 75, Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday, Aug. 21, 2005. at
11:07 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a life-long member of Hazel Baptist Church.
One sister, Alice Burnett, preceded him in death. Born Dec. 20,
1929, he was the son of the late Ottio Turner and Mary Overcast
Turner.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Billie Turner; one daughter, Mrs.
Malea Clendenin, Paris, Tenn.; one son, Tony Turner and wife,
Norma, Puryear, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Chad Turner, Shawn
Turner and Leanne Stephenson, all of Puryear, and Jonathan
Clendenin, Paris.

Robertson advocates assassination of
Venezuelan-Piiiideiitilugoleitavez

Anger, violence over rising
gas prices not surprising
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Events scheduled at
Adult Learning Center
The Calloway County Adult Education
and Family Literacy Center is now open
in its new location at 1405 North 12th St.
at the Career Discovery Center.
On Wednesday, the third session of -Get
A Grip On Your Money" will be held from
10:30 a.m, to noon. The topic for this
week is -Preventing, Reducing and Eliminating Debt."
On Thursday, the third session of -Steps
Jo's
to Positive Parenting" will be held from
Datebook 5:30
to 8 p.m. Topics will be Listening
By Jo Burkeen
and
Talking
to Your Child; Giving and
Community
Receiving Criticism; Drug Prevention;
Editor
Humor in Parenting; Building Self-Esteem
As A Couple; and Skill-Building Activities.
Also on Tuesdays from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. or
Thursdays from 2 to 4:30 p.m., Individual Parenting Programs are held. This is by appointment only.
For more information contact Cindy Graves. family literacy instructor, at 759-5525.

Glory Bound will be Thursday
The Pacemakers will be featured at Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Weaks Community
Center. This weekly event is sponsored by Goshen United
Methodist Church. The public is invited and there is no charge.
Items for Need Line will be taken. For more information call
Joe Lawrence at 753-5643 or Renee Taylor at 753-8124.

Mr. and Mrs. Daniels in 1955 Mr. and Mrs. Daniels in 2005
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Daniels of
3049 Pottenown Rd., Murray; will .celebrate their 50th `Wedding anniversary on
Thursday. Aug. 25, 2005. .
No formal celebration is planned.
Mr. Daniels and the former Dorothy
Travis were married Aug. 25, 1955, in a
home ceremony at Cattlettsburg. George
Travis. minister and father of the bride

officiated.
Mrs. Daniels is the daughter of the
late George and Bessie Travis. She retired
in 1997 from the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Daniels is the son of the late
Richard Daniels and Eula Trogdon. He
retired from the United States Navy in
1974 when they moved to Murray.

They have one daughter. Mrs. Judy
Page and husband. Terry. and their daughter. Samantha, of Murray; and one son,
James Daniels Jr. and wife, Michelle, and
their sons, James III and Christopher, and
one daughter, Sarah, of Covington, Tenn.
One son, Richard Daniels. is deceased.
He had one daughter. Amanda. who has
a son, Anthony.

Educator's Reception planned at MAQS
PADUCAH. Ky. — Teachers are invited to discover innovative ways to bring quilting
into the classroom at the 2005
Annual Educator's Reception
at the Museum of the American Quilter's Society on Thursday from 4-6 p.m.
Participating educators will
acquire an array of ideas, take
part in demonstrations and
receive free educational materials. This event is also the
first opportunity to receive
information and materials for

the 2006 School Block Challenge, sponsored by Moda Fabrics.
There will be educational
demonstrations for teachers.
Ken Woods will demonstrate
how quilting can be used to
improve math skills, especially multiplication. Ina Glick will
show how to make Candle Mats.
Kentucky Educational Television representatives Teresa Day
and Sara O'Keefe will show
a video program titled Kentucky
Virtual Art Museum. The video

is part of the upcoming KET
Visual Arts Tool Kit. More
information on the kit will be
available.
Participants will also enjoy
a guided tour by Curator of
Collections/Registrar
Judy
Schwender of the Museum's
current exhibits, including Contemporary Quilts from Australia. MAQS features a variety of exhibits which change
throughout the year. Tours are
available for school groups of
all ages. For a list of current

and upcoming exhibits, please
visit our website at www.quiltmuseum.org. For more information about the Educator's
Reception, please call (270)
442-8856 ext. 33.
The Museum of the American Quilter's Society is a nonprofit institution located in
downtown Paducah, KY. Hours
are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday, yearround. and I to 5 p.m. Sunday. April-October. The Museum is handicapped accessible.

Quertermous accepted at Interlochen Academy
INTERLOCHEN. Mich.
John Quenermous, 16, Murray, Ky.. has been accepted
into Interlochen Arts Academy.
the nation's first and foremost
hoarding fine arts high school.
for the 2005-06 school year.
Quertermous. son of John
R. and Ann Kelly Quertermous.
will study theatre and collegeprep academics at the academy.
Beginning its 44th aeatiernit: year in September, the acad-

emy is ail independent boarding school for grades 9-12 plus
an optional post-graduate year.
The academy unites students
with others who value their
highest aspirations. creating a
close-knit artists' community.
The students study music, theatre, dance, visual arts, creative writing and motion picture arts in a college-like setting.
While producing more than
250 artistic presentations in the

school year. academy students
also master a rigorous collegepreparatory academic curriculum that prepares them to take
roles in a whole universe of
professional endeavors.
The academy attracts 450
students from 45 states and 18
other countries. The academy
offers students continual performance and exhibition opportunities, including tours.
Committed to providing an
arts education to the talented

and motivated youth. the academy awards financial assistance
to 70 percent of its students,
with the average award covering more than half ,the tuition
cost.
The academy is part of the
nonprofit Interlochen Center for
the Arts. It is located on a
scenic I.200-acre campus 16
miles southwest of Traverse
City. Mich.
For admissions information
call 1-231-276-7472.

KWW hosts 30th annual Arts & Crafts Festival at LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky.. -_
• Area tourism agency Kentucky's
Western Waterland )KWW)will
hold its annual Arts & Crafts
Festival at Land Between The
Lakes iLBL) National Recreation Area. Saturday. Sept. 3
and Sunday. Sept. 4.
The festival is an annual
fundraiser for KWW, a memtwrship organi7ation that pro-

motes regional tourism.
A
Labor Day tradition in the lakes
area, the event features handcrafted items, food and drinks.
and
artist demonstrations.
Booths include craftspeople and
artisans from several states,
according to Kay McCollum.
KWW Executive Director.
This is the festival's 30th
year and McCollum is expect-

The

ing increased participation and
enthusiasm from vendors and
visitors alike. The event takes
place at the Fenton Special
Events Area along Kentucky
Lake, directly off Hwy. 68/80.
Hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday. The cost
is $3 per car.
For more information, contact Kentucky's Western Waterland at 1-800-448-1069. or visit

their website at www.kentuckylakebarkley.org.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the USDA Forest
Service, in partnership with
-Friends of LBL,- to provide
public lands outdoor recreation
and environmental education.
LBL information is available
by calling I-800-LBL-7077 or
270-924-2000, or on the Internet at www.lbLorg.

SIMPLE Retirement Answer For Small Businesses BirtliAnnouncements

Woodmen's SINIPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
espectally for small business owners. It is one ot the least expensive renntment
plam available leatunng easy set-up and lois_lsost administranon.
As your local Wocxlmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retire
ment henetits to your empkwees

4

111.. WOODMEN OF THE

WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE soarn

HOAR OFFICE: OMAHA. NEBRASKA

T

Shelia Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Olive
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
col 270-293-7197

Murray State University's

Preschool &
6
Prim
ary Program

Chliciren ages 2-8 with and without disabilities "

Avaaabie 3:30 — 93
- 0 p.m. Monday thiough Thursday nights.
Cost is $12 per night & includes dinner and a snack!

Contact Marion Carmen at 762-3899
in the Ruby Simpson ChM Development Center
on the campus of MSU behind Waterfteld Library.

Located

Opens Wed., Aug. 24
Drop-ins Welcome.

Soccer team plans promotion
Murray Lightning U 12 Girls Soccer team will-hi-Vic-a
rebate night Wednesday at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are
asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

ammtryPAGEMY

The Center for Environmental Education at Murray State
University is seeking to promote recycling throughout the Murray area by compiling a listing of any community organization, business or individual currently providing recycling services .or invested in community recycling. To add your information to this listing and further encourage recycling in the
community, call the center at 762-2595 or e-mail
jenny.howard@coe.murraystate.edu.

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer Osteo heel scans and blood pressure and pulse checksg
'
on Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Marshall County
Senior Citizen Center: Benton.

Youth Center to open on afternoons

The Main Street Youth Center wil be open Monday through
Thursday afternoons. The center, located at 513 South Fourth
St., Murray, will be open from 3 to 5:30 p.m. on those days
during the school year. For information call 753-8336 or 7531820.

Murray Center needs donations

Murray Independent Schools Family Resource Center has
issued an appeal for the some household items. They are a
refrigerator, two chests of drawers, one full size bed frame
with mattress and box springs, and table and chairs. Any one
having any items to donate call the center at 759-9592.

Al-Anon meeting is tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 730 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

Ladies bowling league tonight

The Ladies Tuesday Night 4-person bowling league will
meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. at Corvette Lanes to plan the league
for the 2005-06 bowling season. If you would like to join a
team or already know four ladies that would like to bowl
together, come to the meeting. Bowling will start at 7 p.m.
and food is planned for the ladies.

MCCSA plans late registration

Murray Calloway County Soccer Association is accepting
late registrations for its upcoming season at The Trophy
Case
from today through Saturday during normal business hours
There will be a $25 late registration fee.

MKS girls softball team plans event
Murray Middle School girls softball

Lions Club. will hear Davis
Roy

Davis. a coffin maker, will be the speaker at
the dinner meeting of the Murray Lions Club to be
tonight at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House.

Fitness class at Weaks Center
Murray Calloway

Senior Citizens Center invites those 60
and older to join the Strength & Stretch Fitness
Class which
meets each Tuesday and Thursday from 8 to 9
a.m, in the
gym. Led by Dr. Betty Rose Railey, this class is
designed to
improve balance, muscle strength and your ability
to stretch.
For more information call Ten Cobb at 753-0929.

ALLIED
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Center promoting recycling

team.

Mr. and Mrs. Greg Jones of Bagwell Avenue. Murray. are
the parents of a son, Brian Daniel Jones, born on Monday.
Aug. 8. 2005, at 2:33 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 14 ounces. The mother is the
former Nicole Behr. Two brothers are Dylan Jones and Conner Morgan.
Grandparents are Valerie Behr of Murray. Dan and Sharon
Jones of Murray, and Mary and Steve Martin of Mt. Washington.

READ TIE

A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.

team will have a rebate
promotion from 5 p.m. until close tonight at Mr. Gatti's.
Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for
the
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LookingBack
10 years ago
John Mack Carter, formerly of
Murray. president of Hearst Magazines Enterprises, was among
those presented with the 1995
Norman Vincent Peale award for
Positive Thinking at an awards
ceremony at the Plaza Hotel, N.Y.
Births reported include a boy
to Trisha and Mark Stan, Aug.
IS; a boy to Rebecca and Randy
Laverdi and a boy to Stacey and
Greg Crockarell, Aug. 16.
Published is a picture of Mrs.
Inez Claxton with her family on
the steps of First Baptist Church,
Murray, following the morning
service on Aug. 13 when she was
celebrating her 90th birthday.

Several hurdred persons attended. The photo was by Staff Photographer David Hill.
Registration will be at Carter
and Robertson Elementary Schools
on Aug. 27, according to Dennis
Taylor, principal.
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Bush defends war despite opposition, falling approval
By The Associated Press
EMISE, Idaho (AP) -President Bush, defending his
Iraq V.41 policy in the face of
anti-w.0 opposition and slumping approval ratings. says
pulling out before the mission is
complete would dishonor the
rneinory of all the Americans
Who fought and died in pursuit
of freedom.
"A policy of retreat and isolation v. ill not bring us safety,"
Bush said Monday in a speech to
the Veterans -of Foreign Wars
Iljtional convention in Salt Lake
'City. Repeatedly citing the Sept.
11 attacks, he said, "The only
way to defend our citizens
where we live is to go after the
terrorists where they live."
Bush noted the V.S. military
death toll — more than 2.000
killed in the Afghanistan and
Iraq wars.
"Each of these men and
women left grieving families
and loved ones back home. Each
of these heroes left a legacy that
will allow generations of their
fellow Americans to enjoy the
blessings of liberty. And each of
these Americans have brought
the hope of freedom to millions
who have not known it," Bush
said, as if speaking to Cindy
Sheehan. the California anti-war
activist whose son Casey was
killed in Iraq.
•
"We owe them something.
We will finish the task that they
gave their lives for ... by staying
on the offensive against the terrorists, and building strong allies
in Afghanistan and Iraq that will
help us win and fight — fight
and win the war on terror."

AP Photo

Toni Colip, left, and Lori Judy, both of Vacaville, Calif., attend a rally Monday in
Vacaville. The rally was held as a response to Vacaville resident Cindy Sheehan's recent
anti-war protests outside President Bush's Texas ranch.
Recent polls have shown
growing public dissatisfaction
with the president's handling of
the war in Iraq in the face of a
persistent insurgency and the
mounting U.S. death toll. An

AP-Ipsos poll taken muter this
month showed that the percentage of Americans who approve
of Bush's handling of Iraq — a
number that had been hovering
in the low- to mid-40s most of

the year — dipped to 38 percent.
Some lawmakers from both
parties are urging Bush to set a
timetable for withdrawal, or at
least lay out a strategy for leaving.

Sen. Chuck Hagel of
Nebraska, a fellow Republican.
has said the stay-the-course
strategy isn't working.
Asked about this Tuesday.
presidential counselor Dan
Bartlett said, "We respect Sen.
Nagel. He's a decorated
Vietnam war veteran. But we
couldn't disagree more."
-There has been significant
progress in Iraq," Bartlett told
NBC"s "Today" show. "But
make no mistake, we're up
against a very difficult enemy
and it's very critical that we do
win this war."
Appearing on CBS's "The
Early Show," Bartlett said the
United States cannot withdraw
precipitately. "When America
backs down, when America
doesn't mean what they say, we
always become less secure," he
said.
Sen. Russ Feingold, D-Wis.,
who last week called for a Dec.
31, 2006, timetable for completing the mission, criticized
Bush's speech as "more of the
same sloganeering."
"We need the president to be
clear about the remaining U.S.
military mission in Iraq, and we
need a target date," Feingold
said in a statement.
Monday's speech was the
first of two Bush will deliver
this week in an effort to build
support for the conflict by reaffirming his commitment to help
Iraq transition from tyranny to
democracy and urging the public's patience with his policy.
The second speech comes
Wednesday when he speaks to
military families in Nampa,

Idaho.
After Monday's speech, Bushk
and his wife. Laura, flew to
Donnelly, Idaho, where he was
to spend Tuesday out of public
view at the Tamarack Resort in
the mountains 100 miles not*
of Boise.
1
Several
demonstrations
against U.S. involvement in Iraq
were planned to coincide with
Bush's visit. They included a
lunchtime rally Tuesday at
park across from the Idahoi
Statehouse, where members of
the Idaho Peace Coalition were
to dedicate 1,866 white-cross
memorials — one for every U.S.
soldier who has died in Iraq
since the U.S.-led invasion in
March 2003.
Bush spoke Monday hours
before the Iraqi parliament
failed to meet its second deadline for approving a draft cons&
tution. Bush applauded theisl
efforts and praised as courai
geous steps the Israeli govern-;
ment has taken by removing set-1
dements in the Gaza and parts of
the northern West Bank. Bush
said both would lead to greater
stability in the Middle East, and
more security for America.
The White House released a
statement later that said in partl
"The progress made over the
past week has been impressive,'
with consensus reached on mos,
provisions through debate, dialogue and compromise. This is
the essence of democracy, which
is difficult and often slow, but
leads to durable agreements,
brokered by representatives that
reflect the interests and values of
free people."

Troops, Jewish extremists face.off IiiWest Bank in last pullout confrontation
SANUR. West Bank (AP) —
Thousands of troops stormed the
main bastions of resistance to
the evacuation of two West
Bank settlements today, clearing
out hundreds of extremists
opposed to Israel's first dismantling of West Bank settlements.
Security forces had said they
expected the evacuation of
Sanur and Homesh to be the
most violent phase of the Israeli
pullout from the Gaza Strip and
four northern West Bank settlements, but resistance was surprisingly mild
dila
.
°'flesh.
wal
atr
ed
of a
es onto the
-religious school locked arms but
did not struggle when placed
into the shovel of a bulldozer
that lowered them to the ground.
The main synagogue at Sanur
was empty less than an hour
after forces sawed open a barris.••. cade of iron bars at the syna‘•:.• gogue's gates. Troops stormed
inside and brought out dozens of
youths.
Troops also broke into a religious school in Sanur and quickly carried out the 20 blackgarbed ultra-Orthodox men
holed up inside. A police commander was surrounded by
weeping and chanting worshippers as he made a last appeal
that they leave voluntarily.
Some 10,000 troops were
mobilized to clear out the two
settlements, where the resistance
was being staged mainly by
Israelis from outside the communities.
Security officials initially
said some 2.000 extremists were
holed up in the two settlements.
The military .offered revised
estimates, saying about 1.600 to
1.700 people. mostly nonresidents, were in Sanur and
Homesh before the evacuation.
Maj. Gen Yair Naveh. the
West Bank commander, said
rabbis took control of various
groups that might have otherwise offered stiffer resistance.
Forces protected by shields
and helmets used circular saws
to cut open the iron doors of an

old British fortress in Sanur
where most resisters had barricaded themselves. Troops
brought out resisters from the
ground floor of the building as
dozens of resisters danced on the
rooftop.
In taking the rooftop of the
religious school in Homesh,
forces protected by shields used '
wire cutters to cut the concertina
wire resisters had placed around
the roof.
Children of all ages roamed
the streets of Homesh and
Sanury, enlisted by their parents
in what they view as an apocaIyPtic'battle. In Honiekft,'a baby
wailed in the arms of a policewoman who carried the child
onto a bus whisking the ,evacuees away.
Before the operation, police Military bulldozers on Tuesday
had said militants in both began knocking down structures
strongholds had hoarded fire- in Gonna, the first demolitions
bombs and stun grenades. Two in a West Bank settlement.
In one of the few instances of
army deserters with army-issue
weapons were believed to be Palestinian fire since the evacuations began, gunmen shot at
inside Homesh.
Residents of the other two Israeli troops patrolling an area a
West Bank settlements slated for few miles from Sanur and
removal, Ganim and Kadim, Homesh today. One militant was
have already left on their own. moderately wounded.
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AP Photo

Settlers try to prevent
Israeli border police from
reaching the roof of a
Yeshiva, religious school,
during the forced evacuation of the northern West
Bank Jewish settlement of
Homesh today. Thousands
of troops pushed into two
northern West Bank settlements, Homesh and Sanur,
Tuesday and began clearing out hundreds of
extremists holed up inside,
e last phase of Israel's
antling of 21 settlements in the Gaza Strip and
four in the West Bank.
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Lady Tigers
smash Hash in
soccer action

RACER TRAINING CAMP

ball
Bo knowleasd MuRrraaycStaerte bafockot
to OVC title
Baxter looks to

"He is everything you want a kid to
Special to the Ledger
be. His goal as a kid was to play for
As a true freshman in 2002, fullback
Mississippi State, and now he will get
Bo Baxter got to experience first-hand
a chance to go back to his home state
what it took to win an Ohio Valley
and play on their field (on the seasonConference championship.
opener on Sept. 3)."
Now, as a senior and team leader,
Camp Notes: Monday was the last
Baxter is looking to lead the Racers
for two-a-day practices for MSU.
day
towards another OVC title this season,
day's morning session, equipyester
In
but this time as a tight end, a new
er Butch Dowty helped set
manag
ment
.
position Baxter has learned this spring
situation where the Racers
game
a
up
"When Bo first came to Murray State, are down by two points with less than
he was probably around 210-215 pounds. 10 seconds left to play and no timeouts
and we played him at fullback," Racer left. The field goal unit would rush out
head coach Joe Pannunzio said. "Now, on the field, and try to get set up to
he's a solid 250 pounds. We wanted kick a field goal for the win before
him to play tight end, and he went time ran out on the clock.
along with the move. We also feature
In the afternoon session, the Racers
him at wing back because he has nice,
worked on trick plays, including the
soft hands."
Stout halfback pass. If Racer fans
Dick
Baxter's soft hands and effective blockcan recall, this play was used on the
ing techniques will help him out at the last game of the 2000 season against
tight end position, where a space was
Tennessee State on the first play from
needed to be filled due to the graduascrimmage.
tion of last year's starter, Jimmy St.
Murray State went on to win 62-40
Louis.
in that game and set a school record
Baxter actually has one receiving
with 800 total yards. Stout was a fortouchdown in his career, coming on
mer Racer football player who played
Sept. 25 of last year against Tennessee
the 1950s. Also, at the end of pracin
Tech. With 28 key lettermen lost from
tice, the Racers ran 10 straight plays to
last season, Baxter, from Tupelo, Miss.,
used to being out on the field for
"get
relied
be
is one of 14 seniors 'who will
extended period of time," Pannunzio
on to guide the Racers towards anoth- an
said.
n.
seaso
er OVC championship this
Injury Report: Matt Garrett (ankle),
"Bo is - a great kid,.1—good leader
nt Coley (hand) and Ben Rush
Vince
and a good student," Pannunzio said.

Boys tad to make grade at All 'A'

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times Photo

Sophomore wide receiver Maurice
Marchman prepares to catch a ball
thrown by a machine during a
pass-catching drill at Monday's
afternoon practice. Yesterday's
workouts marked the end of twoa-day practices for the Racers.
(ankle) all sat out practice today with
day-to-day injuries.
In pool volleyball action Monday
morning between practices, the coaches
defeated the players two games to none.
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to a victory over Murray High
Staff Report
in All "A" Classic action MODMurray Ledger & Times
day night at the Mallory France
PADUCAH, Ky. — Murray Soccer Complex.
High broke a scoreless tie with
Blake McCuiston put the
two second-half goals to slide
(0-2) on the board first
Tigers
in
2-1
Oak
past host Lone
sted goal with five
unassi
an
on
girls' soccer action Monday
left in the first half.
es
minut
night.
Murray took the 1-0 advanPeggy Ray and Sydney Smith
into the halftime break,
tage
2put the Lady Tigers ahead
the match
0 on a pair of goals with about but the Pirates tied
the secinto
es
minut
seven
just
secthe
in
15 minutes remaining
lead for
ond half. Amy Futrell and Grace ond half and took the
Wellinghurst provided assists on good 10 minutes later.
"I was pleased with our
those goals.
)
1
effort," said MHS head coach
The Lady Flash (0-1we
closed the gap to 2-1 on a Jim Baurer. "I thought
pretfelt
we
and
but
hard,
d
Hart,
worke
penalty kick by Abby
ty good going into halftime.
could get no closer.
when
Murray (2- I ), which bounced But we had a breakdown
goal, and
first
that
d
score
they
loss
7-3
s
week'
last
from
back
to Second District rival Graves that really hurt us."
Heath won the battle of
County, won the battle of shots
12-4. Goalkeeper Claire Har- shots by a wide margin, 19-9.
rington notched two saves for Goalkeeper Todd Buck recorded six saves, while Luke Welch
the Lady ligerS.
dexten
an
added two more in relief for
take
will
MHS
ed break before returning to Murray.
the field on Aug. 30 to host
The Tigers will try again to
crosstown archrival Calloway post their first win of the seaCounty.
son tonight, when they travel
Boys
to Paducah to face St. Mary.
Murray will return home to
Heath 2, Murray High 1
host Second District foe Graves
were
goals
Two second-half
day night.
enough to lift the Heath Pirates County on Thurs
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linksters to wins
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early In Monday's afternoon
all team work through an agility chill
Members of the Murray State footb
nd Roy Stewart Stadium.
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) season that keeps getting better.
in
— The Tennessee Titans shufMulder beat the Pirates for the fifth time
three
fled their competition for their five career starts against them, allowing
CarNo. 3 quarterback Monday by hits over eight innings, and the St. Louis
releasing undrafted free agent dinals got off to a good start on a season-high
ay
Gino Guidugli and signing Chris 13-game road trip by winning 3-1 Mond
Redman in time for practice.
night.
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spent three
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The
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run
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in
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but
er
career starts
football last year. New Eng- scoring innings.
s —
A bad matchup on paper for the Pirate
land signed him in January but
to be
Mulder vs. Josh Fogg — turned out
released him in June.
r beat them for the third
Coach Jeff Fisher said they exactly that as Mulde
this season. Fogg (6-9)
starts
many
and
as
in
an
Redm
time
out
had worked
11 hits in five innings
and
runs
three
gave up
liked what he did.
is 1-8 with an 8.47 ERA in 10 career
"We are going to give Chris and
their
starts against the Cardinals, who improved
an opportunity here the next
.
38-22
to
record
major league-best road
couple weeks to let him comdeciMulder (15-6) won his seventh in eight
Fishspot,"
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pete for that
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NL
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er said. "There is a chanc
NL
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that Chris could even get in even
considered the
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who
r,
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ar
All-St
"
this ballgame for Friday night.
Cardinals' staff ace.
Redman faces better odds
Mulder,
"That's just fine with me," said
y on
with the Titans who originalfinall
"I'm
2001.
who has 87 wins since
out
good
ly had four undrafted free agent
feel
I
and
here
roll
a
of
a little bit
quarterbacks on the roster with
keep
and
job
your
there. You go out and do
only Shane Boyd of Kentucky
every start,
your team in the game each and
be
not
may
still left. But this
g wins out
gettin
up
end
and you're going to
the last move in their search
of it."
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PRINCETON,Ky. — Angela
DeBella won overall medalist
honors as the Murray High
School girls' golf team beat
out Caldwell County and Calloway County with an overall
174 team score in Monday's
action.
Caldwell had only two
golfers, while Calloway recorded three scores. Neither school
had enough scores to post an
overall team score.
DeBella, a senior for the
Lady Tigers, shot a one-over
38, while Shannon Elias provided a 43 and Kelly Dick added
a 45. Laurel McManus finished
with a 48.
Kaysin Hutching paced the
Lady Lakers with a 40. Ellie
Fisher finished with a 56 and
Courtney Swift turned in a 58.
Eleven-year-old sixth grader Emma Talley led Caldwell
County with a 40.
On the boys' side, Calloway
County beat out Murray and
Caldwell with an overall 152,
paced by Hugh Falwell's even
par 36.
T.J. Hargrove fired a 37 and
Matt Irby finished with a 39.
Both Tyler Buckingham and
Kris Russeau turned in a 40.
For the Tigers, Keaton Tate
led the way with a 40, while
Alex Wellinghurst finished with
a 41. Zach Newsome carded
a 46 and Jordan Smith added
a 47.
Murray will travel to Mayfield for prep golf action today,
while Calloway County travels to Hickman County's Oak
Hill Country Club.0
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Mulder was in little trouble except
singles by
fourth, when the Pirates scored on
FredMichael Restovich and Jack Wilson and
dy Sanchez's sacrifice fly.
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Ellie Fisher, of Calloway
County, watches her tee
shot off No. 1 Monday in
Princeton.

Murray's James Campbell
watches his tee shot off
No. 1 Monday in Princeton

Murray volleyball
captures fourth
straight win
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

The Murray High School
volleyball team captured its
fourth straight win on Monday night with a two-set
victory over visiting Lone
Oak.
The Lady Tigers (4-1)
earned the win by scores of
25-14 and 25-15.
Haley Thomason led the
way for MHS with five aces
and three digs, while teammates Meghann Jenkins and

Kayla Hurt recorded four
kills apiece. Jenkins also bad
two aces, while Hurt f1.lowed with two blocks.
The Lady Tigers will
return to the court on Thursday against crosstown rival
Calloway County at the MHS
gymnasium. Junior-varsity
action begins at 6 p.m., with
the varsity match to folkiw
at approximately 7:15.
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DALLAS 18, SEATTLE 10

Cowboys' top pick shines against Seattle
SEATTLE. (API — Neither
the starters nor the reserves on
the Seattle Seahawks offensive
line could keep their quarterback protected.
Seattle's pass protection
struggled under constant pressure by Dallas' defense in the
Cowboys' 18-10 preseason win
Monday night. The Seahawks
gave up four sacks, but none
was more notable than the one
allowed by Pro Bowl guard
Steve Hutchinson.
Two minutes in, Hutchinson was beat by rookie linebacker Demarcus Ware, who
stripped the ball from quarterback Matt Hasselbeck and fell
on the fumble at the Seattle
33.
The turnover led to the first
points of the game, a 44-yard
field goal by Dallas' Jose
Cortez.
"I just think we've got to
get a little better at picking
stuff up," Hutchinson said. "We
work on the blitz every day.
When you get into a game situation, you've got to be able
to see it coming and pick that
up."
It was a sloppy game in many
areas for the Seahawks (1-1).
and a complete turn from last
week's impressive 34-15 win
over New Orleans.
Seattle had two turnovers and
was penalized 12 times for 105
yards — including a fumble
return for a touchdown called
hack on an illegal block.
"We're not a highly penaltied leant and we had way too

CO2,ED
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
National Largo, Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
Atlanta
71 54 568
—
Florida
66 58 532 4112
Padelphia
67 59 532 4 1/2
Washington
65 59 524 5 1/2
New York
64 60 516 6 1/2
Central Giviskin
W
L Pct GB
79 46 632
St Louts
—
Houston
67 58 538
12
Milwaukee
61 64 488
18
Chicago
60 65 480
19
Cincinnati
57 67 46021 1/2
Pittsburgh
53 72 424
26
West DiViii0f1
W L Pet GB
San Diego
61 63 492
—
Arizona
58 68.460
4
Los Angeles
56 68 452
5
San Francisco
55 69 4.44
6
Colorado
47 77 379
14
AP Photo

Dallas Cowboys Demarcus Ware (94) puts pressure on Seattle Seahawks quarterback Seneca Wallace during the second quarter Monday in Seattle.
many," coach Mike Holmgren
said. "We had- a couple of
turnovers, and we dropped a
couple of interceptions that
could not have been easier. We
were careless with the football."
Dallas (1-1) scored on a
safety with 5:40 left, after Seattle quarterback David Greene
was pressured by .safety Justin
Beriault and linebacker Eric
Ogbogu, and ran past the end

line at the back of the end
7011C.

Seattle also had a fumble
return for a touchdown by cornerback Jordan Babineaux
called back on a penalty, with
the Seahawks trailing 18-10.
"I think it's good to have
mistakes during preseason
games." said running back
Shaun Alexander, who finished
with 26 yards rushing on six

carries. "I think it's good to
get all those things in now, so
you can see it on film."
Ware forced two fumbles,
had his first interception, a
sack and three tackles in one
half of play. He was the 11th
pick in the draft and played
defensive end at Troy, but is
making the switch to outside
linebacker with the Cowboys,
who are moving from a 4-3..
to a 3-4 defense.

Niners mourn, return to practice
SANTA CLARA,Calif.(API— Thomas
Herrion often sought Jeremy Newberry's
help. The 23-year-old offensive lineman
and his veteran teammate worked on their
technique together before practice, with
Herrion seeking any edge that might help
him make it in the NFL.
The San Francisco 49ers went back to
work Monday without Herrion, who collapsed and died Saturday night after a
preseason game in Denver.
But Newberry imagines the Niners will
remember. ;hair fallen teammate — his
wort ethic, his humor and his spirit —
for the rest of their lives.

."He was kind of dear to me," said
Newberry, a two-time Pro Bowl player.
"The guy was a hard worker. I never
heard him complain about anything, man.
He always wanted to do better. We lost
a special person. It's a sad day for everybody around here."
After several hours of meetings and
mourning, the team held a light afternoon practice. In the subdued atmosphere
at their training complex. Herrion still
was central in the 49ers' minds four days
before their next preseason game.
"It was a waste for me," left tackle
Jonas Jennings said of the hour-long work-

out. "Mentally. I wasn't there. But you've
got to be a professional. You've got to
do what's expected of you."
Authorities might not know the cause
of 'Herrion's death for weeks, but no
answer will seem logical to his teammates. His fellow offensive linemen got
another sobering reminder of their profession's risks and the physical extremes
required to play it well, though no link
has been established between Herrion's
weight — well over 300 pounds — and
_ ,
hi* death,
"It's something pit don't like to think
about every day," Newberry said.

Monday's Games
Florida 5. LA Dodgers 2
St Louis 3. Pittsburgh 1
Atlanta 4. Chicago Cubs 2
N Y Mets 4. Arizona 1
Houston 6, San Diego 2
San Francisco 5, Pheadelphia 0
Tuesday's Games
St LOWS (MarqUIS 9-12) at Pittsburgh
(Duke 6-0), 8r05 p.m
Cincinnati (L Hudson 4-6) at
Washington (Armes 7-6). 6.05 p m
Florida (Beckett 12-6) at Milwaukee
(Calduano 13-8), 7:05 p.m.
Atlanta (Thomson 3-3) at Chicago Cubs
(J Williams 3-6), 705 p
NY Mets (V Zambrano 6-10) at Anzona
(wages 7-6), 8.40 p.m.
Houston (Clemens 11.5) at San Diego
(Peavy 10-6), 9:05 p.m.
Colorado (Jam Wright 6-14) at LA
Dodgers(Weaver 11-8). 9- 10 pm
Philadeiphia (Padilla 6-11) at San
Francisco (Tomko 7-13), 915 pm
Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati (Ra Ortiz 8-8) at Washington
(Patterson 7-4), 6-05 p.m.
St LOUIS (Carpenter 17-4) at Pittsburgh
(K.Wials 7-12), 805 p.m.
Atlanta (Hampton 5-3) at Chicago Cubs
(Prior 9-4), 7:05 p.m.
Florida (A.J.Burnett 12-6) at Milwaukee
(Otitis 8-7), 7)05 p.m.
NY Mets(Seo 5-1) at Anzona
(Ru Ortiz 4-7). 840 p.m
Houston (E.Astacio 2-6) at San Diego
(Park 2-1). 9)05 p m
Colorado (B.Kirn 3-10) at LA Dodgers
(Houlton 4-7). 9 10 p.m.
Philadelphia i Lictle 9-10) at San
Francisco (Hennessey 4-5). 9 15 p

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
71 51 582
Boston
—
New York
68 55 553 3 1/2
63 81 508
Toronto
9
Baltimore
60 6348811 1/2
51 74 40821 1/2
Tampa Bay
Central Diviston
W
L Pet GB
75 46 620
Chicago
—
Cleveland
8
69 56 552
Minnesota
66 58 53210 1/2
Detroit
60 82 49215 1/2
Kansas City
40 8232835 1/2
West DiVilli011
W L Pct GB
71 53 573
Los Angeles
—
Oakland
68 55 553 2 1./2
57 68 46313 1/2
Texas
53 70 43117 1/2
Seattle

Monday's Games
N Y. Yankees 7, Toronto 0
Cleveland 11, Tampa Bay 4
Tuesday's Games
Oakland (Heron 10-9) at Detroit
(Robertson 5-10), 605 p.m
Toronto (Towers 10-9) at N Y Yankees
(Letter 3-3). 6 05 p
L A Angels (Washburn 6-7) at
Baltimore (DuBose (-0), 6:05 p.m.
Cleveland (Westbrook 11-13) at Tampa
Bay (Hendrickson 7-7), 6.15 p.m.
Seattle (Moyer 10-4) at Texas(C Young
10-7), 7.05 p.m
Boston (0 Wells 9-6) at Kansas City
(Greinke 3-14), 7.10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Garcia 11-5) at
Minnesota (J Santana 12-6), 7:10 p.m.
Wedneeday's Games
Toronto (Bush 2-7) at N.Y. Yankees
(Mussina 12-7), 6:05 p.m.
L A Angels (Colon 16-6) at Baltimore
(Bedard 6-4), 6:05 p.m.
Oakland (Saarloos 8-6) at Detroit
(Bonderman 14-9), 605 p m
Cleveland (Eierton 7-6) at Tampa Bay
(McClung 4-7), 6:15 p.m.
Seattle (R.Franklin 6-13) at Texas
(Wilson 0-6). 7-05 p.m.
BOertOn (Clement 11-3) at Kansas City
(Carrasco 5-7), 7:10 p.m_
Chicago White Sox (Wehrle 13-6) at
Minnesota (Mays 6-8), 7:10 p.m.

Fulmer hopes to answer
quarterback question soon

AP Photo
Tennessee quarterback Rick Clausen turns to hand
the ball off during practice Aug. 13 in Knoxville, Tenn.
AP Photo
Clausen is competing with Erik Ainge to be the starter
San Francisco 49ers offensive linemen Patrick Estes, left (78), Tony Wragge (69), and Norm Katnik (63) are this season.
seen at practice at 49ers headquarters Monday in Santa Clara, Calif. Yesterday was the first practice for the
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) mer said, "I don't know."
team since offensive lineman Thomas Herrion collapsed and died after Saturday night's game against the — Tennessee coach Phillip FulEven if a starter is named.
Denver Broncos.
mer said Monday he hasn't it's likely both quarterbacks
decided who will be starting will play. Last season, freshquarterback but hopes to know man Brent Schaeffer started the
in time for next week's prac- opener but rotated with Ainge.
tice.
Both of them beat out
There are several second- Clausen last August, but
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string spots up for grabs but Clausen ended up being the
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Cambridge
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Apt
Friends, Here at
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Childcare
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include
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edge require
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after 5PM
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Murray

To all ourfriends who sentfood and the
many prayers that were prayedfor us dur' mg the loss of our mother or
perhaps you sent a lovely card.
Or sat quietly in a chair
Perhaps you sent a funeral spray,
if so we saw it there.
Perhaps you spoke the kindest words.
As any friend could say;
Perhaps you were not there at all.
Just thought of us that day,
Whatever you did to console our hearts.
We thank you so much whatever the pan

4

Call this couple and
wish them a
HAPPY 25th
ANNIVERSARY

DEPT
SERVICE
SUPERJ SEN. TECH.
Mercury Marine Cen
Preferred. Must be
neat, organized and
FULL time positions
productive Experience
at
available
now
required in 2 cycle, 4
Subway. Apply in perstroke, stem drive and
son 622 North 12th St.
systems. Sports boats
& cruisers to 80ft
HEATING & air compaSalary plus bonus and
ny seeking exp.
benefrts. Resume or in
Installation techs &
person:
Service techs. Service
Creek Manna
requires 5 yrs min exp, Eddy
Resort
commercial restaurant
7612 St. Rt. 93 South
exp, HVAC & refrigerale, KY 42038
tion, residential HVAC, Eddyvil
(270)388-2271
plumbing & electrical.
Tools required for both.
Send resume to: 802
Chestnut St, Murray,
KY 42071

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person only.

ramiLib.

TRANSPORT DRIVER
STCaPá.c,ktkuifre

aDIRT DADDY'S
t...
TOP SOIL
a whlbe wag also.
753-9075
227-2193

Free Pallets

r

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
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David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
.Vinyl sehas & Fences 'Mobile Home.
*Beck 'All External Claw*
-Acid Cleaning Available
'wet:se Hui Wiser 'Parking Lou & Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176 or 12701 293-0939

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work A Track
hos
Trash
CALLOWAY
761-3740,
Service.
2934045
CONCRETE hushing
Dnveways sidewalks.
etc 752-0500, 759-3229

NEW 3,500 sq ft. home
on bluff overlooking
Creeks near Murray 10
acres 270-767-0958
270-519-8570
Motorcycle I MI's
2003 Honda Shadow
9,xxx miles, black &
chrome, excellent condition. many extras
$4,500 0130 759-3599
after 5 30PM
01 Heritage Solna?'
black, many extras
new condition 4928854

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair Tune-up
spectals Work guaranteed, tree pick-up/dolly
ery

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
Junk & tree work
49246811 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years expenence Call
Carters
Tree
Lambs
A-1
Service Hauling, Junk
cleanup, gutter cleaning 436-2867

Da4.1 HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Ask about our painting
special
293-5438

Iv Jamillas Wan
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, Aug. 24, MOS:
More than ever, you might not
understand the people around
you this year. As a result, you
often take others' comments personally. You also have a tenden
cy to worry and fret, making
mountains out of molehills.
Learn to detach and look at life
from others' points of view, if
you can. You will need to frequently walk in another's shoes.
Travel, or perhaps more education, workshops or a foreigner
helps your mind open up. If you
are single, don't count on a relationship being long-term until
the two of you date through the
four seasons. This person could
be very exciting or different.
TAURUS pushes your mind to
break past rigidity.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

ELECTRICIAN
New Const /Remodel/
or trouble Lic and ins
w/ 30 yrs exp Call
753-7091

C- MEDIACOM,D- GALAXY
A- CHARTER,0- MURRAY ELECTRIC,
30 10 Oti
9 00
6ir
I Of)
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FAN
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knestigabe
CAW SM.l'kar amyl
$5 M 44 27 Wiry
Fug
its. Full Hot
X
Living The 700 Chib , Gamors Girls
$6 53 M 2 Bab SP/dsr Rimglm Rangers Two
BluesRuirds Chair
WYWm Bpi- Dora
37 22 24 4 Oddper- Oddpr- Sponge Sponge Dora
Crafters House
DesignCountry
Homes
TIPical Duds iDwul Dirrall -Room
43 36 1$
Rebecca Sob
Dem Space 9
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7
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Pid
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X
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NOTV
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
SPIKE
*** Your more possessive
A-1 Stump Removal
streak emerges, and others
WHIS
'UMW Valdes
437-3044
could misunderstand where you
TOON
are coming from. You need to
FUTRELL S Tree
1997
sell
MUST
couw
work through a problem. An
AFFORDABLE carpenService
Pathfinder
Nissan
but
you,
PET
small
surprise
might
too
fob
expense
No
try
removal,
Trimming
condition
Excellent
you have the ability to make a lot
No fob too big Colhns stump grinding. fire7034
CNN
(5:03) CUT Music
$5,100. Call 761-4339
Contracting
of money as well. Tonight Your
489Insured
wood
WHIP: *** Scvnertiongs Gata Gau f2o33 I [First
2'(M)
*vie:••• *Mr
IN 71 51
Maim
MO
2002 Ford Explorer
Restoration 293-4954, 2839
treat.
In0 Eiroriels*X Win a Date Wan Tad drititono
Mark
XLS, 2WD, power
**room
lb
IMAM
2412K
Masts "So 91((1962)
MAX
436-5178
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
windows.
steering,
HOUSECLEANING
Janve Crok X Hume ASP
"Jot4e11997)
*peal
247324
SNOW
***** You have a way that
**MIN
door locks and mirrors.
ALL CARPENTRY
753-3802
Wiggles idggiy Jai°
surprises others. Friendships
chub Cherie Dood%Magas
DISH
SI
71
Saar
57
buldiat
new tires, keyless
Remodeling, additions.
help pave the way to your goals.
h
Scream Apr
(1989)
JUNK/Rubbis
110111114millogatiCsigFUX
entry, cruise control.
porches, decks, sun
clean out Adjust your thinking to incorpoRove:-Top Gee'
(1597)1
A/C, 121,000 miles,
Ow°
Dors
'Ms
rooms, roofing. vinyl Removal,
lipla***
181
H802
Utidis Dolt The Wilms
rate changes. Give up rigidity in
garages yard
$8,500 060. 270-753siding. mobile home attics,
will
be
mix-up
I
your thinking. A
51101A( ON 1)
Low rates
%IF 101k% FIFI I kit
CHARItk
92130
repair sagging floors, waste, etc.
straightened out, but maybe not
3
6.30
6:00
I
5:30
termite 8 water dam- (270)489-258
5:00
4:30
1992 Ford Explorer.
4:00
i
3.30
00
3
nght away. Tonight: Make the
Larry Nimmo LAYTON
age
Good condition $1.000
Hudson
News Fortune
first move.
Lib Is Use
Al W Mewl!
80•PIWI Jutip J. Judge J. News News News ABC
or
2
(270)753-937
752or
060 753-5328
hauling & backhoe
News X EnterGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
News X ABC
William
Ronal
Eicisr
urry
Hospital
Oster.
Uve
to
UN
Ons
X
Al
Children
My
3
(270)753-035
0126
753-4545, 767-0213
** You might be unusually off,
News
NBC
Opreti Winfrey x News
Days of our Uwe Dr. Phil
News Mws Passions X
confused or have difficulty
LEE'S Carpet
ANDRUS Excavating
News
News
Hues
Edition
As World Turns News
YIP Talk of the Town Bold
G112+9 U01
understanding where others are
Cleaning
•Certlfied septic
News X Fortune
NBC
X
News
IMIdondrive
Your
strong
Ju
from.
Phi
Dr.
coming
1971"
Edition linsidsr
"since
Days of ow Law Passions X
Installation
2004 Mazda RX8, 4needs to be tamed for now. Use
'Carpets •Upholstery
News Fortune
ABC
News
X
'Custom dozer
Winfrey
°prat
PM
Or
Hoopla
(antral
Uwe
lo
AA My Chadrin Ons
door, fully loaded. low
•Emergency Water
your anger and frustration to
backhoe service
Arthur Zoom X Nevet-Ukae
lame
ICIff
Dragon
IZoboo
Shrinks
'CyberReading
Uons
Virtues
miles Call (270)492Removal 'Quick
motivate a personal project
*Ponds
Malcolm King Nil SimpP3s
Fees FactorFactor X
Maury X
Girl8140 days, (270)753Drying
Brown Brown The 700 Club X GRC
rather than cause an uproar.
•Driveways
Murray
8623 after 6PM
Yu
yes
Free
Estimates
Bled
Blind
Tonight: Early to bed.
letMP*Insured
Enter- Ron H. brag Char
Paid
PIN
"Got Darr
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
753-9503. 978-0343
Art
Newel
X
News
X
Winfrey
Oaf
As World Turns Guiding UghtI Ellen Show
• News X Bold
753-5827
**** News from a distance
ems
Horns
WM
inning Cosby Horne
News (in Stereo) MLB Bombs. Atlanta Brews at Chicago Cute X
turn your day
or
plans
twist
could
A rruANcie at
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Christ
ChangTen
Top
SRty
DaccaBed
gather
Miss
to
need
MsYou
size
linear
full
1990 raised top
topsy-turvy.
UN Tod Fallow MoirELEciltICAL REPAIR
MASTER Miriam.
or sugNews-Latirer
Advice
together.
customized Chevy van
others
GED
Dragon
CM
klays
CyberPostX
Zoom
Shrinks
BannsCiED
Pm
To
Read
Almost retired, drains
CHAD B. HUGHES
1 owner lots of extras
from a dominant fnend
Home Gritilth
Poi* acids Moan Dean Cosby
cleared plumbing fix- gestions
Feud
Jerry Swap'I Feud
Lb & Style X
condition
excellent
22 ve.Aa• Lxrutrara-r
or or a male fnend need to be lisrepaired
tures
BaseI
(Live
SportsCentsr
Inter
Nan
Ude League Baseball
X GamsI
Flu Practk*
careful155,000 miles, $3,000
(270) 226-9398
(270)978- tened to. Handle money
installed
X
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Holly293you
Per
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Not
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what
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ly Tonight: Zoom
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• 0133
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want.
Direct
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Room
Dele
4000•1 Bowl
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Law 1 Order X
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J1M9M9 AMY
**** Take the lead in a projk..
X kisRxl
144 Mi.
SERVICE & PARTS
Swam
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Out
You
VAIN
Trading
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to
Youngarlatadmight
You
ect.
(270) 293-8726 OR
rate someone else's wild and
Strong adobe
CHEVY 2000 S-10 4out.,
Unsolved Myst
,re,tie- 2sies.
759-5534
••••,11.1.
ideas. Meetings do not
strange
cylinder, ext. cab
MOH
R
I
ha Oil R
Moak .
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Chuck Van Buren
work, except those held individu1111 I IONE.
71.xxx. running boards
ow
'
***
9,1 I "AI
A tA•I ki P
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teanue cover, very
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AMP
City Cordldentisi
investigative
III
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Moo
Others
Chidlb.
position.
Mikis
can to back your
clean. $6500 437SEALCOATING
"Coe'
your words
d
X
Heaven
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I
misunderstan
Gals
might
Gilmore
3870
Fulltime
ROW
Rep
Fermat
Fondly
'Commercial
lisp
intention. Tonight: You
2002 silver Chevrolet
•Residential
int! or your
Neutron CANN Grown 890
Arnold Nock
,09* Nance Neutron Neutron Neutron Neutron Neutron Al WOM Up X
well.
actor
lead
play
to
how
know
Silverado 1500 pickup
Free Estimates
House
Craters Hemp West- Land- Curt
Room OsMssiwi Design
Wm*
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
truck, V-6 engine Call
TRAVIS
'
Scal
Scn
Crime
CSC
Videos
Police
Exp.
Maximum
4
MacCiym
***** Your willingness to
Ow Trait Gan.
ft Trait Gen.
753-6784
SEALCOATING
Ntripiteg.
could
obvious
the
beyond
look
Saint*
Sainkld
Home
.
8117
Home
81YYes
Yes
Mims.
(270) 753-2279
c•ca%
Cosby Cosby Haney Harvey
male the difference between
la Ii 1111114,0,
1 1111\1.
Foster
Coder
Hans
Lyolw
ToMly
Wins
Codanlode
•
S Motors
Juntpw
Krypto
Krypto Krypto
success and failure. Curb a tenI
';')-1113411 •
Cops X CopsI
Catherine Crier HYPO Bios X
•I
Nancy Gram Closing Arguments
Soh Skies
dency to worry rather than take a
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